with Brian Marvin

One Friday, Two Saturdays / Apr 15-Apr 30 / REGISTER BY: Apr 8
- Friday, Apr 15: 6p-9p
- Saturdays, Apr 16 & Apr 30: 9am-4:30p
1 credit / AUTO F100 / CRN: 39058
Cost: $187—or $132 if you pay in advance!*
*NSEDC/NWC spring 2022 price rollback! Regular price $270

CLASSROOM COURSE (NOME): Learn the basic functions of small engines. From outboard motors to generators, ice augers to motorcycles, learn the parts and functions of a small engine and its electrical system. Course covers dismantling procedures, cleaning and reassembly techniques, gasket-making, lubrication, troubleshooting, and minor repairs. Students are welcome to bring their own machines to class.

Brian Marvin has taught vocational courses at Shishmaref and Brevig Mission, and science and vocational courses at Nome-Beltz and NACTEC.